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ABSTRACT: To improve the quality of various

though almost all of them are finding some websites

searching process in web the new searching process

to download free mp3: one may select the website

is called Advanced Personalized web search (PWS).

“www.yourmp3.net”, while another may prefer the

Providing the privacy to the users is main aim in

website “www.seekasong.com”. Personalized search

PWS. Existing system, PWS framework called UPS

is considered a solution to this problem since

that can adaptively generalize profiles by queries

different search results based on preferences of users

while respecting user specified privacy requirements.

are provided. Various personalization strategies

There are two greedy algorithms, namely GreedyDP

including [14, 9, 19] have been proposed, and

and GreedyIL, for runtime generalization. To

personalized

improve the performance of the PWS we adopted

developed, but they are far from optimal. One

advanced Personalized web search (APWS). Results

problem of current personalized search is that most

will show the performance of the proposed system.

proposed methods are uniformly applied to all users

web

search

systems

have

been

and queries. In fact, we think that queries should not
Keywords: Personalized web search (PWS),

be handled in the same manner because we find: (1)

GreedyDP, GreedyIL.

Personalization may lack effectiveness on some
queries, and there is no need for personalization on

Introduction:

such queries. This has also been found . For example,

One criticism of search engines is that when queries

he

are issued, most return the same results to users. In

personalization based on user interest profile, we

fact, the vast majority of queries to search engines are

could achieve greater relevance for individual users

short [12] and ambiguous [16, 7], and different users

than common web search. Beyond all doubt, the

may have completely different information needs and

personalization brings significant benefit to users in

goals under the same query [12]. For example, a

this case. Contrarily, for the query “Google”, which

biologist may use query “mouse” to get information

is a typical navigational query as defined in [3, 17],

about rodents, while programmers may use the same

almost all of the users are consistently selecting

query to find information about computer peripherals.

results to redirect to Google’s homepage, and

When such a query is submitted to a search engine, it

therefore none of the personalized strategies could

takes a moment for a user to choose which

provide significant benefits to users. (2) Different

information he/she wishes to get. On the query “free

strategies may have variant effects on different

mp3 download”, the users’ selections can also vary

queries. For the query “free mp3 download”, using
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query

“mouse”

mentioned

above,

using
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the typical user interest profile-based personalization

corresponding to topic vectors from the ODP

such as the method proposed in [6], which led to

hierarchy. Unfortunately, studies have also shown

better results for the query “mouse”, we may achieve

that the vast majority of users are reluctant to provide

poor results because the results for query “free mp3

any explicit feedback on search results and their

download” are mostly classified into one topic

interests [4]. Many later works on personalized web

category and the profile-based personalization is too

search focused on how to automatically learn user

coarse to filter out the desired results. In such a case,

preferences without any user efforts [19]. User

simply leveraging pages visited by this user in the

profiles are built in the forms of user interest

past may achieve better performance. Furthermore,

categories or term lists/vectors. In [19], user profiles

simply applying one personalization strategy on some

were represented by a hierarchical category tree

queries without any consideration may harm user

based

experience. For example, when a sports fan submits

associated with each category. User profiles were

the query “office”, he/she may not be seeking

automatically learned from search history. In [29],

information on sports, but may be seeking help on

user preferences were built as vectors of distinct

Microsoft Office Software or any other number of

terms

office-related inquiries. In this situation, if interest-

preferences, including both long-term and short-term

based personalization is done, many irrelevant results

preferences. Tan used the methods of statistical

could erroneously be moved to the front and the user

language modeling to mine contextual information

may become confused. [3] Personalization strategies

from long-term search history. In this paper, user

may provide different effectiveness based on

profiles are represented as weighted topic categories,

different search histories and under variant contexts.

similar with those given in [6], and these profiles are

For example, it could be difficult to teach interests of

also automatically learned from users’ past clicked

users who have done few searches. Furthermore, as

web pages. Many personalized web search strategies

Shen noted, users often search for documents to

based on hyperlink structure of web have also been

satisfy short-term information needs, which may be

investigated. Personalized PageRank, which is a

inconsistent with general user interests. In such cases,

modification of the global PageRank algorithm, was

long-term user profiles may be useless and short-term

first proposed for personalized web search. In [10],

query context may be more useful.

multiple Personalized PageRank scores, one for each

Related Work:

main topic of ODP, were used to enable “topic

There are several prior attempts on personalizing web

sensitive” web search. Jeh and Widom [14] gave an

search. One approach is to ask users to specify

approach that could scale well with the size of hub

general interests. The user interests are then used to

vectors to realize personalized search based on

filter search results by checking content similarity

Topic-Sensitive PageRank. The authors of extended

between returned web pages and user interests. For

the well-known HITS algorithm by artificially

example, [6] used ODP2 entries to implement

increasing the authority and hub scores of the pages

personalized search based on user pro- files

marked relevant by the user in previous searches.
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Most

recently,

[17]

developed

a

method

to

automatically estimate user hidden interests based on
TopicSensitive PageRank scores of the user’s past

which can generalize profiles for each query
according to user-specified privacy requirements.


To develop two simple but effective

clicked pages.

generalization algorithms, GreedyDP and

Problem Definition

GreedyIL, to support runtime profiling.

To protect user privacy in profile-based PWS,

GreedyDP

researchers have to consider two contradicting effects

discriminating

during the search process. On the one hand, they

attempts to minimize the information loss

attempt to improve the search quality with the

(IL).

personalization utility of the user profile. They need



tries

to

power

maximize
(DP),

the

GreedyIL

The framework assumes that the queries do

to hide the privacy contents existing in the user

not contain any sensitive information, and

profile to place the privacy risk under control.

aims at protecting the authentication in

Significant gain can be obtained by personalization at

individual user profiles while retaining their

the expense of only a small (and less-sensitive)

usefulness for PWS.

portion of the user profile, namely a generalized



UPS consists of a nontrusty search engine

profile. Thus, user privacy can be protected without

server and a number of clients. Each client

compromising the personalized search quality. In

(user) accessing the search service trusts no

general, there is a tradeoff between the search quality

one but himself/ herself.

and the level of privacy protection achieved from



The key component for privacy protection is

generalization. Unfortunately, the previous works of

an online profiler implemented as a search

privacy preserving PWS are far from optimal.

proxy running on the client machine itself.


Disadvantages



The existing profile-based PWS do not

profile, in a hierarchy of nodes with

support runtime profiling.

semantics,

The existing methods do not take into

(customized)

account

represented as a set of sensitive-nodes.

the

customization

of

privacy

requirements.


The proxy maintains both the complete user



and

the

user-specified

privacy

requirements

The online phase handles queries as When a

Many personalization techniques require

user issues a query qi on the client, the

iterative user interactions when creating

proxy generates a user profile in runtime in

personalized search results.

the light of query terms. The output of this
step is a generalized user profile Gi
satisfying the privacy requirements. The

Existing System

generalization

To existing system UPS (User customizable Privacy-

considering two conflicting metrics, namely

preserving Search) framework, which is a privacy-

the personalization utility and the privacy

preserving personalized web search framework,

risk, both defined for user profiles.
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Average Rank: Average rank metric is used to

Proposed System:
APWS

(Advanced

Privacy-preserving

Search)

measure the quality of personalized search in [23,

system,, which is a Authentication based advanced

28]. The average rank of a query s is defined as

personalized web search framework, which can

below.

generalize profiles for each query according to userspecified privacy requirements.
Evaluation

Measurements

We

use

two

measurements to evaluate the advanced personalized

Here Ps denotes the set of clicked web pages on test

search accuracy of different strategies: rank scoring

query s, R(p) denotes the rank of page p. The final

metric introduced in and average rank metric

average rank on test query set S is computed as:

introduced in [23]. Rank Scoring Rank scoring metric
proposed by Breese [15] is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the collaborative filtering systems
which return an ordered list of recommended items.
Sun used it to evaluate the personalized web search
accuracy and we also use it in this paper. The
expected utility of a ranked list of web pages is
defined as

Where j is the rank of a page in the list, δ(s, j) is 1 if
page j is clicked in the test query s and 0 otherwise,
and α is set to 5 as the authors did. The final rank
scoring reflects the utilities of all test queries:

Smaller

average

rank

value

indicates

better

placements of relevant result, or better result quality.
In fact, rank scoring metric and average rank metric
has

similar

effectiveness

on

evaluating

personalization performance, and our experimental
Here, R Max s is the obtained maximum possible
utility when all pages which have been clicked
appear at the top of the ranked list. Larger rank
scoring value indicates better performance of
personalized search.

results show that they are consistent.
Conclusion:
In this paper, we try to investigate whether
personalization

is

consistently

effective

under

different situations. We develop a evaluation
framework based on query logs to enable large-scale
evaluation of personalized search. We use 12 days of
MSN query logs to evaluate five personalized search
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strategies. We find all proposed methods have
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